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Abstract

Free molecular flow within rotor and stator rows of a turbomolecular pump is simulated using test-particle Monte

Carlo method. The solution is performed in an inertial reference frame where molecular paths are straight lines. The

molecules are followed both in rotor and stator in a similar system of coordinates. The real three-dimensional topology

of the blade rows including blade thickness, clearance between blade tip wall and casing, and the gap between rotor and

stator are considered. Good agreement between numerical results of several rotor–stator combinations and known

experimental data confirms the validity of the presented algorithm. The flow analysis shows that although the molecules

tend to collect in high radius region, however the concentration of molecules attenuates in the clearance region of rotor,

and accentuates in the clearance region of stator. Parametric study of a rotor–stator row shows that the effect of the gap

between rotor and stator is significant for the first stages of TMPs with large blade angles and wide spacings, while it is

negligible for the last blade rows with small angles and small spacings.
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1. Introduction

The turbomolecular pumps (TMPs) are widely
used in scientific and industrial applications for
their provision of higher and cleaner vacuum
compared to oil diffusion pumps. The significant
advantages of TMPs are reaching full operating
speed in short periods of time and their lower
power requirement comparing with cryogenic
pumps. However they are expensive and have a

moderate pumping speed and their performance
against light gases is poor.

The TMPs consist of two main parts namely,
rotor and stator. The rotor consists of a couple of
blade rows which establish a density difference by
acting as a barrier of different permeability to the
molecules incident upon its high- and low-density
sides. With appropriate blade geometry, molecules
incident upon the blades from the upstream side
have greater probability of being transmitted
through the blade row than those molecules
incident upon the downstream side.

The pumping performance of TMPs in free
molecular flow regime was first investigated
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